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A strong implication operator (S-implication) is a fuzzy material implication operator deﬁned in
terms of a t-norm and a strong negation as a generalization of the classical equivalence between ‘‘IF
A then B’’ and ‘‘Not(A and not B)’’. This paper is concerned with a family of improper S-implica-
tions derived from an extension of the Schweizer–Sklar family of parameterized improper t-norms
deﬁned over (1,+1].
Analysis of fuzzy and defuzziﬁed interpolation outputs includes proper and improper fuzzy set
outputs and exact defuzziﬁed solutions for important special cases such as Kleene–Dienes, Reichen-
bach, and Łukasiewicz implications. The eﬀect of the Schweizer–Sklar parameter on interpolation
between fuzzy points is outlined.
The ﬁnal section of the paper illustrates the use of the method with two examples, one in political
geography and the other in rule-based control.
 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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When the output of a system of S-implications based on fuzzy numbers and ordinary
t-norms is interpreted using mode defuzziﬁcation, ambiguities can arise when a range of0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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a given value of the antecedent variable. Mean-of-mode defuzziﬁcation, the most common
way to resolve this ambiguity, leads to systematic errors [9].
This paper provides theoretical foundation for earlier work in the use of S-implications
to interpolate between fuzzy points expressed as logical rules. First, a family of improper
t-norms are developed by relaxing some of the assumptions of the Schweizer–Sklar family
of t-norms.
The key application of improper t-norms is to support improper implications. Improper
S-implications deﬁne a relation whose membership grade can exceed 100%. The advantage
of this is that when improper S-implications are used to interpolate between fuzzy points,
they provide a reasonable deﬁnition of a unique best defuzziﬁed consequent value even
when the corresponding proper S-implication leads to multiple consequent values that
fully satisfy the rules embodying the fuzzy points.
A number of S-implications along the continuum deﬁned by the Schweizer–Sklar
parameter, including some new ones with interesting and potentially useful properties,
are analyzed for their behavior when used to interpolate between fuzzy points. The relation-
ship between the Schweizer–Sklar parameter p and the behavior of the interpolation is dis-
cussed to guide the selection of an improper t-norm and corresponding S-implications.
The ﬁnal section of the paper illustrates the use of the method with two examples, one
in political geography and the other in rule-based control.
2. Parameterized t-norms and implication operators
Schweizer and Sklar [3] deﬁne a family of t-norms from [0,1] · [0,1] to [0,1] using a
parameter p, 0 < p < +1. In a follow-up paper [4], they extend p to 1 < p < +1. The
deﬁnition of this family of t-norms is: for 0 6 a 6 1, 0 6 b 6 1, T(a,b) = (ap +
bp  1)1/p if (ap + bp  1)P 0,0 otherwise.
Three important limiting conditions apply:
• As p!1, T(a,b) approaches the drastic t-norm T(a, 1) = a, T(1,b) = b, T(a,b) = 0 if
a,b < 1.
• As p! 0, T(a,b) approaches the Product t-norm T(a,b) = ab.
• As p! +1, T(a,b) approaches the standard t-norm T(a,b) = min(a,b).
If we take a and b to be fuzzy set memberships a = lA(x) and b = lB(y) then
T(lA(x),lB(y)) represents the membership of the pair (x,y) in the fuzzy set A & B. In this
paper, a ‘‘proper’’ fuzzy set membership function or operator is one whose range is the
unit interval; fuzzy sets, relations, and operators with an extended range will be referred
to as ‘‘improper’’.
Consider a single rule of the form ‘‘If the value of the numerical variable X belongs to
the fuzzy set A, then the value of the numerical variable Y should belong to the fuzzy set
B.’’ abbreviated A! B. In order to express this rule as a fuzzy relation on the (X,Y) plane,
we need a formula for the degree to which any given pair of crisp values x and y instan-
tiating respectively the variables X and Y satisﬁes the rule. Deﬁne the truth value of A! B
under the circumstances X = x and Y = y according to a suitable implication function )
mapping from [0,1] · [0, 1] to [0,1] subject to the classical constraints (1) 0) = 0,
(1) 1) = 1, (0) 0) = 1, (0) 1) = 1.
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‘‘If X is in A then Y is in B’’ and ‘‘Either Y is in B or X is not in A’’, yielding the family of
strong implications or ‘‘S-implications’’
lA)SBðx; yÞ ¼ 1 T ðlAðxÞ; 1 lBðyÞÞ:
Using the Schweizer–Sklar T-norm, this becomes
lA)SBðx; yÞ ¼
1 ðlAðxÞp þ ð1 lBðyÞÞp  1Þ1=p if lAðxÞp þ ð1 lBðyÞÞpP 1;
1; otherwise;

when X ¼ x and Y ¼ y:
In contrast, the family of residuated implications or ‘‘R-implications’’ are deﬁned more
directly in terms of their intended use in fuzzy modus ponens [5,10]
lA)RBðx; yÞ ¼ sup
06c61
fc : T ðlAðxÞ; cÞ 6 lBðyÞg:
Rules implemented using S-implications are sometimes referred to as ‘‘certainty rules’’
while rules implemented using R-implications are referred to as ‘‘gradual rules’’ [2].
3. Improper parameterized t-norms and implication operators
Now consider the consequences of removing the restriction that (ap + bp  1) > 0
from the Schweizer–Sklar family of t-norms, creating the complex function
T cða; bÞ ¼ ðap þ bp  1Þ1=p:
If p is positive, (ap + bp  1) ranges from zero to positive inﬁnity so the restriction
(ap + bp  1)P 0 is satisﬁed for all a and b in the unit interval. Thus, removing the
restriction has no eﬀect, and Tc(a,b) = T(a,b).
If p is negative, then (ap + bp  1) ranges from +1 to 1 for 0 6 a,b 6 1. If
(ap + bp  1) is a small positive number, then (ap + bp  1)1/p is also a small positive
number, approaching 0+ as (ap + bp  1) approaches 0+.
If (ap + bp  1) is negative then Tc(a,b) is the complex value
ðap þ bp  1Þ1=p ¼ e1p½lnðjapþbp1jÞþlnð1Þ
¼ jap þ bp  1j1=p cos  p
p
 
þ i sin  p
p
  
:
The standard norm of the complex t-norm, jap þ bp  1j1=p cosð ppÞ þ i
h
sin  pp
 	i	 is jap + bp  1j1/p which is nonmonotonic in (ap + bp  1). However,
monotonicity is satisﬁed by the ‘‘signed norm’’ of the complex t-norm, v(Tc(a,b)) where
v(x) = x if x is real, v(x) = kxk if x has a nonzero imaginary part.
The improper t-norm T 0(a,b) is deﬁned by the ‘‘signed norm’’
T 0ða; bÞ ¼ v½ðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þ1=p; 1 < p < 1; 1 < a; b 6 1:
If a, b, and (ap + bp  1) are all nonnegative, thenT 0(a,b) = T(a,b) = (ap + bp  1)1/p.
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t-norm in the sense that it satisﬁes the four axioms of t-norms:
(1) T 0(a, 1) = (ap + 1p  1)1/p = a.
(2) T 0(a,b) = T 0(b,a).
(3) T 0(T 0(a,b),c) = T 0(m(ap) + m(bp)  1 + m(cp)  1) = T 0(a,T 0(b,c)).
(4) a 6 A and b 6 B) T 0(a,b) 6 T 0(A,B).
It is called improper because its range and domain are not limited to the unit interval.
For a proof of associativity of T 0 (Property 3) see the appendix.
The real improper t-norm is a strictly monotonic and continuous function of
(ap + bp  1). When a and b are both close to zero, T 0(a,b) is close to 0+ for positive
p and T 0(a,b) is close to 1 for negative p. Fig. 1 shows the real improper T 0(.4, .2) for
1 < p <1, with asymptotes at min{.4, .2} = .2 for large positive p (standard t-norm)
and 1 for large negative p (drastic t-norm).
The meaning of a negative real improper t-norm value is that the argument pair
not only fails to achieve positive membership in the corresponding proper t-norm, it would
be possible to increase one or both of them somewhat and still not have positive member-
ship in the proper t-norm. The negative value, which ranges from zero to k for the con-
junction of k atomic propositions, can be viewed as a measure of ‘‘un-truth’’. If the truth
of a conjunction is even slightly greater than zero, its falseness is 1 minus its truth and its
un-truth is zero. If the real improper t-norm is negative, then the truth is zero, the falseness
is 1, and the un-truth is given by the negative value of the t-norm.
The concept of un-truth preserves the vagueness of the arguments in a way that proper
t-norms do not. Using proper t-norms, all conjunctions with zero truth are equivalent in
truth value to one another and to a false proposition in classical logic. With improper real
t-norms, a conjunction of k propositions that are all crisply false has an un-truth of k,
but a conjunction of vague propositions such that the truth of the conjunction is zero will
have a falseness of 1 and an un-truth between zero and k. This approach is somewhat
akin to intuitionistic fuzzy sets [1] since truth does not fully determine un-truth, although
in this system, unlike Atanassov’s, at least one of the two must be zero.-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0       1 2        3       4 5
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Fig. 1. Real improper t-norm.
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When improper t-norms are used to deﬁne S-implications, the result is a family of
improper S-implications which range from 0 to +2 for 0 6 lA(x), lB(y) 6 1
lA!SBðx;yÞ¼ 1T 0ðlAðxÞ;1lBðyÞÞ¼
1ðlAðxÞpþð1lBðyÞÞp1Þ1=p
if lAðxÞpþð1lBðyÞÞpP 1;
1þjlAðxÞpþð1lBðyÞÞp1j1=p; otherwise:
8><
>:
If an (x,y) pair has a membership greater than 1 in an improper S-implication, the
meaning is that the pair not only fully satisﬁes the conditions of the corresponding proper
S-implication, it would continue to completely satisfy it even if lA(x) were to decrease
somewhat or lB(y) were to increase somewhat.
Table 1 shows the real improper t-norms and S-implication operators corresponding to
some mathematically tractable proper t-norms and implication operators.
4.1. Proper and improper membership in A)S B
For a given antecedent value x in the zone dominated by the interaction of the rules
A1!S B1 and A2!S B2, the membership of y in the improper fuzzy set of consequent
values compatible with the composite rule and the given value of x is lA)sBðx; yÞ ¼Table 1
Improper t-norms and implication operators
Value of parameter p Formula for t-norm S-Implication
limp!1, drastic a if b = 1,
b if a = 1
0, otherwise
Drastic S-implication
1  a if b = 1
b if a = 1,
1, otherwise
p = 2, quadratic
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2 þ b2  1
p
if a2 + b2  1P 0,

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ja2 þ b2  1j
q
otherwise
Quadratic S-implication
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2 þ ½1 b2  1
q
if b < 1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 a2
p
,
1þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ja2 þ ½1 b2  1j
q
otherwise
p = 1, Łukasiewicz a + b  1 Łukasiewicz implication
1  a + b
p = .5, radical ð ﬃﬃﬃap þ ﬃﬃﬃbp 1Þ2 if ﬃﬃﬃap þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃb1p P 0;
j ﬃﬃﬃap þ ﬃﬃﬃbp  1j2 otherwise
Radical S-implication
1 ﬃﬃﬃap þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1 bp  1 2 if b < 1 ﬃﬃﬃapð Þ2
1þ j ﬃﬃﬃap þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1 bp  1j2 otherwise
limp! 0, product ab Reichenbach implication
1  a + ab
p = +1, harmonic
1
1
aþ 1b 1
Harmonic S-implication
1 1
1
aþ 11b 1
¼ 1 a bþ 2ab
1 bþ ab
limp! +1, standard min(a,b) Kleene–Dienes implication
max(1  a,b)
Table 2
Proper and improper membership in A)s B
lA1(x)
p + (1  lB1(y))p  1P 0
lA2(x)
p + (1  lB2(y))p  1P 0 lA)SBðx; yÞ ¼ lA)S ðx; yÞ ¼ min
1 ðlA1ðxÞp þ ð1 lB1ðyÞÞp  1Þ
1
p
1 ðlA2ðxÞp þ ð1 lB2ðyÞÞp  1Þ
1
p
( )
lA2(x)
p + (1  lB2(y))p  1 < 0 lA)sBðx; yÞ ¼ lA)sBðx; yÞ ¼ 1 ðlAi ðxÞp þ ð1 lBi ðyÞÞp  1Þ
lA1(x)
p + (1  lB1(y))p  1 < 0
lA2(x)
p + (1  lB2(y))p  1P 0 lA)sBðx; yÞ ¼ lA)sBðx; yÞ ¼ 1 ðlA2ðxÞp þ ð1 lB2ðyÞÞp  1Þ
1
p
lA2(x)
p + (1  lB2(y))p  1 < 0 lA)sB(x,y) = 1
lA)SBðx; yÞ ¼ min
1 jlA1ðxÞp þ ð1 lB1ðyÞÞp  1j
1
p
1 jlA2ðxÞp þ ð1 lB2ðyÞÞp  1j
1
p
( )
T. Whalen / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 45 (2007) 30–42 35minflA1!B1ðx; yÞ; lA2!B2ðx; yÞg. Table 2 exhibits this function, taking into account the
regions where one or the other membership equals 1.
Fig. 2 contrasts the proper and improper fuzzy sets of y values compatible with the pair
of rules (based on trapezoidal fuzzy sets1) ‘‘If x is in [0,0, .2,1] then y is in [0,0, .2, 1]; also if
x is in [0, .9, 1,1] then y is in [0, .7,1,1].’’ It uses three representative values of x, x = .55,
x = .8, and x = .95, and ﬁve important values of p, p = 1, 0, .5, 1, and 2. The shaded
area indicates the membership function of the intersection of the proper fuzzy sets arising
from the two rules. The vertical line in each graph indicates the defuzziﬁed value of y dis-
cussed below.
For p < 1 or p > 0, the nonlinear parts of the fuzzy set membership functions with
membership below l = 1 are concave upward while the nonlinear parts of the improper
fuzzy set membership functions above l = 1 are concave downward. For 1 < p < 0,
the direction of curvature is reversed.
5. Interpolation output
5.1. Mode defuzziﬁcation using proper S-implications
For a particular value of y, call it y*, to be a candidate for the defuzziﬁed output of a
system of S-implications when the speciﬁed value of x is its input, it is desirable that
lA)sBðx; yÞ ¼ maxylA)SBðx; yÞ (mode defuzziﬁcation). If maxylA)sBðx; yÞ < 1, then the
same unique y* maximizes both lA)sBðx; yÞ and lA)sBðx; yÞ as long as the fuzzy sets are
convex.
If max lA)sBðx; yÞ ¼ 1, then in general the maximizing y for lA)sBðx; yÞ is not unique.
Typically, there exists an interval of y values all of which belong 100% to the fuzzy set
of consequent values compatible with a collection of rules expressed by proper S-implica-
tions and a speciﬁc value of the antecedent variable [9].
One candidate value for the mode defuzziﬁcation in this case is the y value at the mid-
point of the range of y values for which lA)sBðx; yÞ ¼ 1. This value of y is known as the
‘‘Mean-of-Mode’’ or MOM defuzziﬁcation value.1 If F is the trapezoidal fuzzy set [e, f,g,h] then lF(x) = 0 if x 6 e, xefe if e < x < f, 1 if f 6 x 6 g, hxhg if g < x < h, 0
if xP h.
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Fig. 3. Defuzziﬁed interpolation.
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imum tolerance for ambiguity in the value of y itself. It does this by maximizing the min-
imum change of y away from the selected value that brings the membership in the proper
fuzzy implication relation lA)sBðx; yÞ below 1.
5.2. Mode defuzziﬁcation using improper S-implications
Another candidate value of y within the interval of y values belonging 100% to the
fuzzy set of consequent values is the value of y that maximizes the improper membership
grade lA)sBðx; yÞ, 0 6 y 6 1, which is the solution in the unit interval to the equation
lA1!B1ðx; yÞ ¼ lA2!B2ðx; yÞ:
This method chooses the value of y that gives the maximum tolerance for ambiguity in the
membership functions by maximizing the minimum change in an input membership func-
tion that brings the membership in the fuzzy implication relation below 1.
Fig. 3 shows the defuzziﬁed value of y for 0 6 x 6 1 based on improper S-implications
using the same rule pair as Fig. 2 for p!1, p = 2, p = 1, p! 0 and p! +1. Note
that as p decreases for a given value of x, the defuzziﬁed value moves farther from the
crossover point of the two consequent fuzzy sets (0.4667 in Figs. 2 and 3). In other words,
the defuzziﬁed value becomes more selective (closer to the midpoint of the core of the
nearer rule) with decreasing p.
As p approaches positive inﬁnity, the S-implication approaches the Kleene–Dienes–
Lukasiewicz implication,
lA!Bðx; yÞ ¼ maxflBðyÞ; 1 lAðxÞg:
The maximum–consensus interpolation based on this logic is uniformly closer to the cross-
over point of the two consequent fuzzy sets than any other value of p.
As p approaches negative inﬁnity, the S-implication approaches the drastic
S-implication
lAi!Biðx; yÞ ¼
1 lAiðxÞ if lBiðyÞ ¼ 1;
lBiðyÞ if lAiðxÞ ¼ 1;
1 otherwise:
8><
>:
38 T. Whalen / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 45 (2007) 30–42The maximum-selectivity interpolation based on this logic is uniformly closer to the
core of the fuzzy consequent of the rule whose antecedent is better satisﬁed than for
any other value of p.
5.3. Best kernel defuzziﬁcation
Whalen [6] proposed an ad hoc variant of mode defuzziﬁcation within the interval of y
values belonging 100% to the fuzzy set of consequent values. The method, called ‘‘best ker-
nel’’ defuzziﬁcation, accomplished this by calling the quantity (1  lB(y))p + lA(x)p the
‘‘kernel’’ of the membership of y in the fuzzy set of consequent values compatible with the
rule ‘‘If X is in A then Y should be in B’’ and the speciﬁc value x of the antecedent variable
X, max{1, (1  lB(y)p + lA(x)p + 1)1/p}. The defuzziﬁed value of y for given x is the
one that maximizes the minimum of the kernels of the relevant rules.
Exact solutions for the defuzziﬁed value of y as a function of x for pairs of rules deﬁned
by trapezoidal fuzzy sets are presented in [6] for the Łukasiewicz, Reichenbach and Kle-
ene–Dienes implications. Ref. [7] presents further analysis of the solutions for Kleene–
Dienes implication, and [8] introduces exact solutions for two little-studied S-implications,
the quadratic and drastic. Using exact solutions eliminates the problem of discretization
error in fuzzy logic modeling [9].
The method of mode defuzziﬁcation using improper S-implications presented above
leads to the same results as the atheoretical best-kernel defuzziﬁcation but with a better
grounding in theory. In particular, the potentially useful results regarding the eﬀect of
the parameter p on interpolation output are conﬁrmed.
6. Applications examples
6.1. Political geography
Consider the imaginary country of Bilinguastan. Its two principal cities, at opposite
ends of the country, are Queenstown and Sacre Bleu. In Queenstown English is almost
the only language spoken, while in Sacre Bleu French is almost the only language spoken.
Both languages are spoken throughout the rest of the country, with a higher proportion of
English in the vicinity of Queenstown and a higher proportion of French in the vicinity of
Sacre Bleu.
Bilinguastan is a long narrow country with one major highway connecting the two prin-
cipal cities; we will only consider linear distances along this axis, ignoring distances to one
side or the other.
Let membership in the fuzzy set of locations close to Queenstown be (k/(k + x))2, a
modiﬁed gravity model where k is a small constant introduced to avoid division by zero
and x is the distance from Queenstown as a fraction of the total distance from Queenstown
to Sacre Bleu. Membership in the fuzzy set of locations close to Sacre Bleu be (k/
(k + 1  x))2. Membership in the fuzzy set of locations where English predominates is just
the proportion of English that is spoken, and similarly for the fuzzy set of locations where
French predominates.
Fig. 4a shows the defuzziﬁed value of the proportion of English as a function of dis-
tance along the Queenstown–Sacre Bleu axis using the Reichenbach S-implication
(limp! 0). If the actual proportion of English and French spoken in the country corre-
Reichenbach
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Fig. 4. Political geography.
T. Whalen / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 45 (2007) 30–42 39sponds to this model, the gradient is nearly linear, which is probably a stable situation
politically.
Fig. 4b shows the proportion English using the improper Lukasiewicz S-implication
(p = 1). If the country is described by this model, the broad middle of the country is truly
bilingual, shading into centers of English and French inﬂuence in the areas surrounding
the principal cities. Fig. 4c uses the quadratic S-implication (p = 2). If almost the whole
country uses the two languages equally, and use of a single language is only an urban phe-
nomenon in the two main cities, this situation is modeled by the drastic improper S-impli-
cation (p!inﬁnity), illustrated in Fig. 4d. In such a situation, there may be some
political tension between the big-city people and the ‘‘heartland’’.
For positive values of p, improper and proper S-implications are the same. Fig. 4e
shows the results of applying the Harmonic S-implication (p = +1); if this represents
the actual country, we see two diﬀerent regions of the country with a fuzzy but recogniz-
able boundary between them, which is certain to be a factor in the country’s politics. As p
approaches positive inﬁnity, the limiting implication operator is the Kleene–Dienes
S-implication (Fig. 4f). A country whose language distribution like that described by this
Fig. 5. Rule based control.
40 T. Whalen / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 45 (2007) 30–42implication operator would probably be quite unstable, headed toward a Czechoslovakia-
like breakup at best, unless there are strong cultural or geopolitical considerations overrid-
ing the sharp linguistic chasm.
6.2. Control rules
Suppose we have four rules that are (or are part of) the control policy for a system: if X
is around 0 y should be around three, if x is around 10, then y should be around 2, if x is
around 20, then y should be around one, and if x is around 30, then y should be around
zero.2 Fig. 5a shows the interpolated control policy when the improper Lukasiewicz impli-
cation operator is used to implement the three rules; here, a simple linear interpolation
between the midpoints of the rules is generated.
Fig. 5b shows the interpolated control rule using an implication (p = +10) similar to the
Kleene–Dienes S-implication (limp! +inﬁnity). This control rule would be used if any
given rule were assumed to apply strongly for a value of x whose membership in that rule’s
antecedent were much higher than that x-value’s membership in the antecedent of nay other
rule, but for values of x with signiﬁcant membership in two rules, a cautions compromise is
to keep the control signal close to the midpoint between the two nearest rules’ y values.
In contrast, Fig. 5c is the result of using an implication (p = 10) similar to the
improper drastic S-implication (limp!inﬁnity). This control rule would be used if
the rule whose antecedent most strongly contained a given value of x were assumed to
dominate almost regardless of how hos strongly the second-closest rule antecedent con-
tained x.2 Such a control policy could be termed ‘‘soft bang-bang control’’. In trapezoidal fuzzy set notation, ‘‘around
0’’ = [0, 0, 5, 10], ‘‘around 10’’ = [0,5, 15, 20], ‘‘around 20’’ = [10, 15, 25,30]; ‘‘around three’’ = [2,2.5, 3, 3],
‘‘around two’’ = [1,1.5,2.5,3],‘‘around one’’ = [0,5,1.5,2], and ‘‘around zero’’ = [0,0, .5,1].
T. Whalen / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 45 (2007) 30–42 41Similar results to these, as well as to the political geography example, could be obtained
by varying the shapes of the antecedent and consequent membership functions of the rules
themsleves, but doing so by varying the parameter of the implication operator achieves the
eﬀect using a single parameter in a more systematic way.Appendix. Proof of associativity of T 0
T 0ða; bÞ ¼ v½ðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þ=p:
To prove:
T 0ðT 0ða; bÞ; cÞ ¼ T 0ða; T 0ðb; cÞÞ:
Lemma
v½T 0ða; bÞp ¼ v½ap þ v½bp  1:
v½T 0ða; bÞp ¼ vðv½ðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þ1=ppÞ:
If v[ap] + v[bp]  1 is positive, then v[(v[ap] + v[bp]  1)1/p] = [(v[ap] + v[bp]  1)1/p]
v½T 0ða; bÞp ¼ vð½ðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þ1=ppÞ ¼ vððv½ap þ v½bp  1ÞÞ:
If v[ap] + v[bp]  1 is negative, then
v½T 0ða; bÞp ¼ vðv½ðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þ1=ppÞ ¼ vððkðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þ1=pkÞpÞ
¼ vððjðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þj1=pÞpÞ
¼ kðjðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þj1=pÞpk
¼ j  jðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þj1=pjp ¼ ðjðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þj1=pÞp
¼ jðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þj
¼ ðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þ since v½ap þ v½bp  1 is negative:
T 0ðT 0ða; bÞ; cÞ ¼ T 0ðv½T 0ða; bÞp þ v½cp  1Þ:
By the lemma,
T 0ðv½T 0ða; bÞp þ v½cp  1 ¼ T 0ðv½ap þ v½bp  1Þ þ v½cp  1Þ ¼ T 0ða; T 0ðb; cÞÞ:References
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